Product of the Week:
GOST™ and KVH® Yacht Monitoring Packages of Nor-Tech's The A-Team in Bahamas Fishing Tournament

April 2, 2013

Yacht security, tracking, monitoring and video surveillance systems supplier GOST™ (Global Ocean Security Technologies) and KVH® Industries, Inc. (Nasdaq: KVHI), a leading provider of in-motion satellite TV and communication systems, recently launched the GOST Watch HD mini-VSAT Global Remote Yacht Monitoring Packages.

GOST Watch HD mini-VSAT packages provide high definition surveillance using a high speed internet connection through the KVH line of mini-VSAT Broadband™ systems, along with a GSM/CDMA cellular data communicator for use when in cellular coverage areas. The KVH mini-VSAT has a pre-configured intelligent “best use” network management switch that will automatically prioritize cellular data via the GOST G3G-GSM-CDMA communicator when inside cellular range and will automatically switch the data feed to the KVH VSAT pipe when the boat is outside of cellular coverage.

The packages include everything needed to remotely monitor all activities on board the vessel from anywhere in the world via computer or smart phone over the internet. Several different packages are available to meet the needs of yacht owners and crews.

More info: www.gostglobal.com or call 1+954.565.9898.